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Get strong, fast and agile
with Cloud Native
In a world where the only certainty is change, telcos are threatened by dwindling revenues
but empowered by the promise of 5G and the rapid migration of enterprise services to
cloud. For those who can find the right solutions to navigate into the blue ocean, a trilliondollar market awaits.
By Deng Ao
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When building
a Cloud Native
telco cloud
network, it’s
necessary to
implement
a fully
automated,
closed-loop,
smart O&M
system based
on big data
and artificial
intelligence.
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By harnessing Cloud Native concepts, telcos
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When building a Cloud Native telco cloud

can build agile and efficient telecom cloud

network, it’s necessary to implement a fully

networks, enhance E2E efficiency, and

automated, closed-loop, smart O&M system

achieve business success.

